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WFSC CLUBS AT A GLANCE: GERMAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY—MILWAUKEE CHAPTER 18

Figure 1: an unofficial first day cachet issued by the German Philatelic Society for GermanFest 1986.
BY GAYLORD YOST & GEORGE BREU
Wisconsin German Philatelic Society
It didn’t take long after World War II
ended before many of the German stamp
collectors in the nation got together to
organize themselves to collect German
stamps again. The resulting national Germany Philatelic Society (GPS) was created in 1949. Later, in the 1950s or perhaps early 1960s, the Milwaukee Chapter
18 was organized. Roger Szymanski, a
well-known local stamp collector, became a member of this Chapter which,
evidently, was quite active. George Breu,
another local collector, recalls that the
Chapter met at a branch of the First

Wisconsin Bank on the city’s north side.
As sometimes happens, in the late
1960s or so, the Chapter became inactive perhaps because a leading collector
passed away or moved and there was a
lack of interest to continue meeting.
However, the story didn’t end there.
German stamps and collectors were
hovering throughout the area waiting
for someone to get German collecting
organized again. George Breu and Roger
Szymanski, both interested collectors,
met in 1976 and became friends, and
traveled together to Vienna, Austria in
1978. On the trip, they talked about
reestablishing the Chapter and, when
they returned to the city, they
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contacted other collectors, organized
them and got Milwaukee’s German collecting moving again.
The Chapter reestablishment occurred at a meeting on October 17,
1978 at the home of Gaylord Yost. Roger Szymanski, who was elected president, chaired the meeting. Gaylord Yost
was elected Vice-President and George
Breu elected as secretary-treasurer.
Others in attendance at the meeting
were John Fagan, Ron Killian and Thomas Zierdyk. Annual dues were set at $2
and proposed bylaws were adopted.
The Chapter was given the name of
Heinrich von Stephan. Ernst Heinrich
Wilhelm von Stephan was a general
post director for the German Empire
who reorganized the German postal
service. He, also, was instrumental in
the founding of the Universal Postal
Union in 1874. The chapter has been
functioning continuously since then.
Soon the Chapter was meeting in a
Goethe House room at the downtown
Milwaukee Public Library, and later, in
the basement of the Ashland Travel
Agency, courtesy of Ken Pedersen, a
long time Chapter member. Over the
years, for one reason or another, the
Chapter changed meeting locations a
number of times. It met at the former
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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EDITOR’S LETTER
BY ALEX GILL
Editor-in-Chief, Across the Fence Post
algill737@gmail.com
Recently I traveled to Monaco for the MonacoPhil 2019
stamp show. The stamp club of Monaco, the Club De Monte
Carlo graciously sponsored a group of young collectors from
around the world and I was invited to attend the show as well
as some of the events. I did attend the show in 2017, and it was
great to see many philatelic friends from overseas. The weather was perfect for a stamp show—sunny, and no rain with temperatures in the mid fifties! A perfect escape from the unpredictable winter weather here in the United States. While I did
not find material at the show to add to my Great Britain
Machin collection, I did acquire some interesting stamps from
Monaco and France! All in all, it was fun to interact with other
collectors from other countries as well as explore Monaco and
nearby Nice, France.
This issue marks the first issue of 2020 and I wish to extend
my New Year’s greetings to our readers. This issue is all about
trying new things such as exhibiting. Exhibiting can be a
daunting task especially when faced with deciding topics and
how to go about exhibiting such a topic through philately.
Hopefully, the articles in this month’s issue will inspire you to
pursue an exhibit and to submit for this year’s WISCOPEX in
May!
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Across The Fence Post is the official publication of the Wisconsin Federation of
Stamp Clubs, Inc., a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. WFSC is also a life member of
the APS (since 1953). For more information about WFSC, please visit the website,
www.wfscstamps.org.

Figure 1: Young collectors sponsored to attend the
dinner in the presence of the Prince of Monaco!

ATFP is published 10 times a year in January, February, March, April, May/June,
July, August/September, October, November and December. News of Wisconsin
collectors, club news and other gratis original features are welcomed. The editor
accepts submissions in any format, but prefers email if possible. The editor reserves
the right to make editorial changes to submitted copy. Material appearing in ATFP
not carrying an individual copyright notice may be reproduced only by not-for-profit
organizations, provided the author(s) and ATFP receive credit or attribution. All
martials carrying an individual copyright notice are the sole property of the author).
Unless explicitly stated by an officer in conjunction with official WFSC business,
opinions expressed by the editor or individual authors are not necessarily endorsed
by the WFSC. Submission deadlines for editorial and advertising material are the 1st
of the month preceding month of publication (i.e. Jan 1 for Feb issue). Editorial
matter should be sent to: Alex Gill, Editor ATFP, 3820 Waldo Avenue, Apt. D, Bronx,
NY 10463, P: (262) 343-6467, E: algill737@gmail.com. Send advertising material to
Greg Reisterer, Interim Advertising Manager, ATFP, S4128 Whispering Pines, Dr.
Baraboo, WI 53913, P: (608) 448-3231, E: admanager@wfscstamps.org). For a complete list of advertising rates and policies (display, classified, and listings), request a
copy from the advertising manager.
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CLUB CONNECTIONS
BY MARYANN BOWMAN
Waukesha County Philatelic Society
As we start the new year, clubs and individuals might want
to ask themselves the question: How will my club or how will I
grow philatelically during 2020? Make this year one of challenges for yourself and for your organization.
A club can grow in any number of ways including membership, promoting the hobby in new and different ways, planning
interesting and educational programs, exploring what the
world wide web has to offer philatelists, etc.
Likewise individual collectors can grow in similar ways.
Within your club’s structure, members who encourage other
members to grow philatelically by offering them support in
their first steps at exhibiting or at planning and presenting a
program are good first steps. Even something as simple as
attending a regional, state, or national stamp show can open
new doors and avenues to explore. How will you grow philatelically in the 2020 year? How can your club grow philatelically?
Looking ahead to both Wiscopex and Milcopex, collectors
have an opportunity to create 4 or 8 page non-competitive exhibits around the theme Hometown Postal History. Most every
collector has something from their hometown whether postcards, covers, cancellations, etc. Clubs can use the idea as a
show-and-tell for one of the meeting night programs and it is
an easy leap from there to create a small exhibit. After reading
the feature article in this issue, I hope it will inspire more of you
to take that first leap into the exhibiting arena.
Here’s an example of how Milcopex grew philatelically during the 2019 year. Going beyond the usual show trappings,
eight of the presentations were videotaped and are now available for your viewing pleasure. A Milcopex YouTube channel has

Figure 1: The Milcopex YouTube channel with interesting videos and other philatelic information.

been created. Several of the programs are of general interest
such as the programs by Gary Loew on expertising and how to
read & interpret a cover. There is another program that might
be of interest to almost any general audience when Richard
Martorelli shares his Christmas with a Non-Christmas Collector
program. The over-all Pan African theme of Milcopex 2019
resulted in the other programs related to collecting specialties
of collectors of Africa material. To see a summary page of all
the presentations go to: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCXPrKvrA8U2fyFGm4RN-DwQ.
As many of the Federation clubs enjoyed holiday celebrations at their December meetings, there is not much to report as far as programs, activities, and presentations. However,
be watching future issues of ATFP to find out how you and your
club can profit from sharing your ideas.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE & FEDERATION NEWS
BY KAREN WEIGT
President, Wisconsin Federation of Stamp
Clubs
As we embark on the new year I heartily
encourage you to consider exhibiting your collections. Our feature article in this issue provides a great insight into how to get started.
I’ve always urged shows to continue including exhibits in
addition to the dealer bourse. We need exhibits to show the
public and newcomers what stamp collecting is all about. Seeing a collection of stamps and/or covers in some semblance of
order provides a visual of how philately can be an interesting
and rewarding hobby. We need to show that our collectibles
are not mere pieces of paper but instead represent a story related to their being.
Many of our local club shows include non-judged exhibits
from their members: Tri-State Stamp Expo, Janesville Annual
Exhibition and Bourse, BAYPEX, and CENWISPEX. DANEPEX,
MILCOPEX and WISCOPEX are opportunities for competitive
exhibiting, although WISCOPEX and MILCOPEX also offer free
frame space for non-competitive exhibits. Very soon, you’ll be
able to request the WISCOPEX prospectus and exhibit entry
form for non-competitive 4- and 8-page exhibits. We specify
the page numbers because they do not fill a standard 16-page
exhibit frame, which may be difficult for the new exhibitor.
The MILCOPEX 2020 non-competitive exhibits theme is
hometown postal history. Here’s a challenge to put together a
4- or 8-page postal history exhibit for WISCOPEX in May and
again for MILCOPEX in September.
At this time, DANEPEX (April) offers only single-frame exhibit space. As long as it’s non-competitive, however, it’s no big
deal if your exhibit does not fill the 16-page frame. Start now
on your 4- or 8-page exhibit. Look for the availability of the
DANEPEX and WISCOPEX entry forms in the February ATFP or
online at www.wfscstamps.org. Contact MaryAnn Bowman at
maryann15b@mac.com for information about exhibiting at
MILCOPEX.
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FEDERATION NEWS
ACROSS THE FENCE POST AD MANAGER WANTED
The WFSC needs a volunteer to take over as ATFP ad manager. John St. Onge has resigned the position as of the December 2019 issue. We are most grateful to Greg Riesterer, who is
serving as interim ad manager and taking on these responsibilities on a temporary basis only. Greg is also our webmaster and
has enough on his plate with handling our website.
ATFP ad manager is not a difficult job and John has passed
on his files that are very much organized so one can easily step
in to take over the position. Please consider helping the WFSC
in this capacity. Contact Karen Weigt at klweigt@gmail.com.

WINTER EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING IN JANUARY
We’ll meet in Fond du Lac in support of the Fond du Lac Stamp
Club, which is hosting WISCOPEX 2020 in their city. All WFSC
members are welcome to attend. For details, contact WFSC
Secretary Clarence Davis at davisclarence@gmail.com.
WFSC EBLAST LIST
Please send your email address to our WFSC eBlast Manager
Ken Grant: grantke@uwplatt.edu. Our WFSC eblasts will inform
you of when the latest issue of ATFP has been posted on our
website. You’ll also be kept up to date on a variety of important
and interesting philatelic matters.

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
BY RAY PERRY
Green Bay Philatelic Society
In my column, “The Editor’s Turn” in
the January 2017 issue of Across The
Fence Post I wrote an article titled
“Happy New Year! Have you made Your
Resolution?” For my resolution, I decided
to pursue my first exhibit. I admitted that
I was a bit intimidated by the thought.
After all, I had no experience with exhibiting. Nevertheless, I decided take a stab
at exhibiting.
That year, I did a four-page exhibit on
Rhode Island History on United States
Postal Stationery. It turned out to be fun
and rewarding at the same time. Figure 1
pictures one of the postal stationery
items in the exhibit.
In fact it was so much fun I did an
additional four page exhibit on the U.S.
range conservation stamp for MILCOPEX
‘17. Figure 2 is a first day cover that I put
in the exhibit.
Elsewhere in this issue are articles by
Jim Byrne (page 5), MaryAnn Bowman
(page 2), Karen Weigt (page 4) encouraging and describing how to create either a
one, four, or eight page exhibit. Why not
make it your New Year’s Resolution to do
an exhibit? It is both fun and rewarding!

Figure 1: United States postal card, Scott UX112, Settling of Rhode
Island, issued in 1986.

Figure 2: A first day cover featuring a drawing by Tom Lea for the 1961
Range conservation stamp (United States Scott 1176).
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IN PRAISE OF SHORT EXHIBITS

Figures 1-2: Sample exhibit layout pages taken from an exhibit about hotels in Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin.
BY JAMES E BYRNE
Northwoods Philatelic Society
One of the great things about the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs is that
it leads in addressing problems instead
of just moaning about their existence.
The number of people exhibiting stamps
and postal history is declining. We know
that. Now what? The WFSC is answering that question by devoting exhibit
space at WISCOPEX to 4- and 8-page
presentations of interesting stamps and
covers which tell stories. Each row in an
exhibit frame holds four pages, enough
space for a small grouping of affordable
material to tell a story in just a few
words. That’s something each of us can
handle. A large formal exhibit can be
intimidating. A five-frame exhibit will
have 80 pages of hard to find expensive
material reflecting years of research and
mounted by a graphic designer in accordance with established conventions.
That’s hard to do and a four page exhibit is a world

away from that. Your computer, or the
one at the public library, has everything
you need to mount a nice display. Each
of us already has enough material on a
single topic to tell an interesting story,
four to six covers or sets of stamps.
Each of us also has enough material in
boxes or on stock sheets that needs to
be mounted. A short exhibit is essentially a show-and-tell that results from doing what we should be doing – organizing the philatelic stuff we have accumulated. How easy is it? While sorting
through an accumulation of cards and
covers on my desk, I found several related to Lake Geneva as a tourist destination. I sorted them on stock sheets in
a logical sequence to tell a story and
then went on the Internet to find historical details. The spacing on the stock
sheets showed me how much of each
page was needed for philatelic material
and how much space I had to fill with
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words retelling the research I found
online. All I needed was a short paragraph for each item. Short. The person
viewing the exhibit will be reading while
standing in front of a frame. Simple story. Folks at shows are not looking for
great depth. They are just curious.
Mounting follows a simple formula. Page
1 has a title in bold type, a philatelic
item, and an introduction. Each following
page has more of the story with stamps
or covers to illustrate. Details from the
opposite side of a cover can be scanned
and printed on the exhibit page. You can
even use the camera on your cell phone
instead of a scanner. For a finished look, I
go to the tool bar and use the “Borders”
function to frame the page. The white
space on each page focuses attention on
the content. The finished page with
mounted material is then slipped into a
sheet protector to keep it fresh. Need
help with the computer? No problem.
Ask a fellow club member for help or use
the short exhibit as a club project, a
learning experience for the whole group.
Your local library will have all the equipment you will need and a librarian may
help coach you through the work.
Each of us has learned from others
and has a duty to teach others as a result
by sharing knowledge and philatelic material. Perhaps more importantly from a
personal point of view, we have an opportunity to have a very satisfying experience by telling a story in a four or eight
page exhibit. There is a powerful sense
of accomplishment in seeing your exhibit
on public display and watching people
take the time to look at it. There is also
the practical benefit of turning part of an
accumulation into a mounted collection.
Actually, there is more than a sense
of accomplishment. There is what we
once called a “rush,” that warm feeling
from knowing that others appreciate
what you have done. Go for the rush at
this year’s WISCOPEX and have fun being
part of the solution to a challenge facing
our hobby.

GERMAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Figures 2-3: A Collectable
Ersttagblatt or First Day cancellation card created by the
club.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Bavarian Inn, the old Wursthaus, the
basement of the former Equitable Saving Bank building on Capitol Drive and
various German Fest locations on 92nd
and Capitol, 82nd and Capitol and currently on Lilly Road in Menomonee
Falls.
Along the way, several noteworthy
events occurred during the years. In
March 1982, the Chapter hosted the
national GPS meeting, held in conjunction with Milcopex 1982. Karl Keldenich
was the chairman. The event honored
"Philatelica Germania". A banquet and
accompanying entertainment was held
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Milwaukee.
Later, the 300th anniversary of German settlement in the US was celebrated
with a specially designed US stamp (Scott
#2040) and a first day of issue at Germantown, WI. Many German oriented
communities issued unofficial first day
cancellations for the stamp on prepared
covers providing another interesting
collecting topic. Chapter 18 staffed a
booth at the UWM Golda Meir Library to
commemorate the event. A special

Milwaukee cancel was applied to mail
posted there as well as on an interesting envelope designed by the Chapter artist.
Roger Szymanski was the first Chapter
president in the reorganization. He was
succeeded by John Fagan, who has
been president ever since. Gaylord Yost
has served as Vice President for many
of the years since the reorganization.
Ralph West was a very active member
and helped organize a number of cacheted covers and other collectible
items including an Ersttagblatt a scan of
which accompanies this article. The
Chapter, also, produced commemorative cancels in the 1980s usually issued
in conjunction with the German Fest
held at the Henry Maier Festival Park.
For many years the Chapter would
sponsor a special US mobile postal station at German Fest where the public
could stop and get a commemorative
cancel which had a German Fest motif.
Our Chapter members have volunteered at the German Fest event for
many years to help fund our Chapter
activities.

Many former members were of German ancestry. Some of them included
Fred Kessler Sr, Erich Drechsler, Willi
Haensel, George Enders, Mary Schmalz,
Erik Martini, Alfred Jerofke, Ludwig
Stamm, Wallace Fischer, Dick and Marianne Trivalos, Les Marquardt, Alfred
Mueh (who designed the Chapter logo
and other artwork for many of our projects) and others. Chapter meetings
have, over the years, included philatelic
educational programs and auctions as
well as social events like the annual
Christmas party. The Chapter has hosted
the national GPS at Milcopex as well as
the Distinguished Philatelist of the Year
event.
Meetings are announced to members
via a postal or post card and are held on
the third Sunday of each month at 1 PM
at the German Fest Headquarters building, W140 N5761 Lilly Road just north of
Silver Spring Drive. President John Fagan
invites all persons interested in German
philately to attend a meeting and take
part in the events and discussions.
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NOTRE DAME DE PARIS
BY CLETE DELVAUX
Green Bay Philatelic Society
The world was shocked
by last year’s tragic fire at
Notre Dame Cathedral in
Paris. Writer Ken Follett in
his Smithsonian article,
“Hymn to a Gothic Beauty,” (October 2019), says
that Victor Hugo imagined
just such a conflagration in
his novel Notre Dame de
Paris published in French in
1831. The English edition,
published the following year
was titled The Hunchback of
Notre Dame. Although the
novel received poor reviews,
the public loved it. It was
quicly translated into many
languages, and Hugo became
world famous. Figure 2 depicts Hungary Scott CB7, one
of ten airmail semipostal
stamps honoring various
authors. In the background
of the stamp are the twin
towers of Notre Dame.

Figure 2: France Scott B217
(1945) depicting Notre
Dame Cathedral on the Île
de la Cité.

Figure 4: France Scott 1090
(1964) showing Madonna
and Child from the iconic
Rose Window.
Figure 1: The front of Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris. The
church has become a world icon and a symbol of Paris
and France.
Although the Cathedral
itself is not listed among the
novel’s cast of characters, it
seems to brood over the
unfolding tragedy of the
story. By 1163, the population of Paris was growing.
Bishop Sully felt that the
time had come to replace
the old Romanesque church
on the island in the Seine
River with a new Gothic Cathedral. “The twin towers
were in place by the 1240s.
The rose windows were a
late addition, begun in the

1250s. Probably the last
phase was the casting of the
bells. The cathedral was
more or less built by 1260.”
Victor Hugo began
writing Notre Dame de Paris
largely to make his contemporaries aware of the value
of historic Gothic architecture which was neglected
and often destroyed to be
replaced by new buildings.
This explains Hugo’s large
descriptive passages in his
book, “which far exceed the
requirements of the story.”

Figure 3: Hungary Scott CB7 (1948). Is that the Hunchback
to the left of Hugo’s portrait?
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In other words, the cathedral
itself becomes another somewhat tragic character in the
unfolding of the novel. The
enormous popularity of
Hugo’s novel spurred a historical preservation movement
in France, leading to major
renovations at Notre Dame in
the 19th Century.
Here is a summary of the
novel’s plot taken from Meriam Webster’s Encyclopedia of
Literature. Set in 15th Century
Paris, the novel powerfully
evokes life in medieval Paris
during the reign of Louis XI.
Quasimodo is the hunchback,
a horribly deformed bell ringer at the cathedral. Once
beaten and pilloried by an
angry mob, he has fallen in
love with the beautiful gypsy
Esmerelda, who took pity on
him during his ordeal. When
the scheming archdeacon
Frollo, who is also obsessed
with Esmerelda, discovers
that she favors Captain Phoebus instead, he stabs the Captain and Esmerelda is accused
of the crime. Quasimodo
attempts to shelter

Figure 5: Chad Scott 806c
(1999) featuring the Rose
Window.
Esmerelda in the cathedral,
but she eventually hangs. In
his grief and despair, Quasimodo throws Frodo from the
cathedral tower. Later, two
skeletons are found in Esmerlda’s tomb—that of a
hunchback embracing that of
a woman.
With this novel, Hugo
introduced the concept of
novel as Epic Theater. A giant
epic about the history of a
whole people, incarnated in
the figure of the great cathedral as witness and silent
protagonist of that history. It
is the first novel to have beggars as leading characters.
This sub genre would later
be taken up by Balzac,

Figure 6: France Scott 293
(1933), honoring Victor Hugo.

Flaubert, Dickens, and others (Wikipedia).
The Hunchback of Notre
Dame would naturally be
presented on the silver
screen. A 1923 silent film
starred Lon Chaney as Quasimodo. In 1939, Charles
Laughton and Maureen
O’Hara starred as Quasimodo and Esmerelda respectively. In 1956, a French film
starred Anthony Quinn and
Gina Lollobrigida in these
roles. In 1996, Disney tried
their hand at animating the
novel.
Since Disney is fond of
happy endings, Disney’s
Quasimodo comes to accept
that Phoebus and Esmerelda
are in love, and he gives
them his blessing. The two
encourage Quasimodo to
leave the Cathedral to go
into the outside world,
where the citizens hail him
as a hero and accept him
into society (Wikipedia).
A critique of the novel in
my Masterplots summaries
says: “Victor Hugo not only
could tell a gripping story
but also could endow his
essentially romantic characters with a realism so powerful that they have become
monumental literary figures.” The Hunchback of
Notre Dame has every quality of a good novel: an exciting story, a magnificent
setting and deep lasting connections.

Figure 7: France Scott 4330c (2013), a souvenir sheet
issued for the Cathedral’s 850th Anniversary.

Figure 8: St Vincent Scott 2326 (1996) a Souvenir sheet featuring chracters from Disney’s Hunchback of Notre Dame.
Victor Hugo must have rolled over in his grave.

Figure 9: Sierra Leone souvenir sheet commemorating the
fire relief efforts.
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SHOW CALENDAR
Want to list your event? Contact Karen
Weigt, 4184 Rose Ct., Madison, WI
53562
P: (608) 609-6173
E: klweigt@gmail.com

February 8
60th Annual Exhibition & Bourse
Janesville Stamp Club, bourse and exhibits. Holiday Inn Express, 3100 Wellington
Place, Janesville, WI. Sat. 9:30a4p.
C: Aimee Devine, 2111 E. Luther Rd.,
Janesville, WI 53545, (608) 758-1354
E: spanishmoss72@sbcglobal.net
Feb. 29-March 1
STAMPFEST ‘20
Milwaukee Philatelic Society, bourse
only. St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall, 1441 S.
92nd St., West Allis, WI. Sat. 10a-5p,
Sun. 10a-3p.
C: Robert J. Mather (262) 968-2392
E: burrobob@wi.rr.com
March 21
BAYPEX ‘20
Green Bay Philatelic Society, bourse and
exhibits. St. Matthew Catholic Church,
Multipurpose room, 2575 S. Webster
Ave., Green Bay, WI (parking in rear).
Sat. 9a-4p.
C: Mark Schroeder (920) 337-9616
E: markthetuba@gmail.com
April 5
DANEPEX ‘20
Badger Stamp Club, judged exhibits &
bourse. Crowne Plaza Hotel, 4402 E.
Washington Ave. (across from East
Towne Mall), Madison, WI. Sun. 10a-4p.
C: Bob Voss (608) 838-1033, P.O. Box 35,
McFarland, WI 53558
E: lestamps@charter.net
May 2-3
WISCOPEX 2020
WFSC 89th Annual Convention, hosted
by the Fond du Lac Stamp Club, judged
exhibits, seminars, bourse and auction.
Fond du Lac Masonic Center, 500 W.
Arndt St., Fond du Lac, WI. Sat. 10a-5p,
Sun. 10a-3p.
C: Clarence Davis (920) 929-9194
E: davisclarence@gmail.com

July 11

Bay de Noc Stamp &
Coin Show
Bay de Noc Stamp and Coin Club,
bourse only. Bay College, 2000 N. 30th
Street, Joseph Heirman Buildings,
Room 952 (accessed from Danforth
Rd.), Escanaba, MI. Sat. 10a-3p EASTERN STANDARD TIME.
C: Richard Reiffers (906) 233-9261
E: rgrpaperboy@earthlink.net

January 18-19

MSDA Milwaukee
Show
Milwaukee Stamp Dealers Association,
bourse only. Crowne Plaza Milwaukee
Airport, 6401 South 13th St., Milwaukee, WI. Sat. 10a-5p., Sun. 10a-3p
January 25-26

MSDA Chicago North
Show
Midwest Stamp Dealers Association,
bourse only. Ramada Inn Wheeling,
1090 S. Milwaukee Ave., Wheeling, IL.
Sat. 10a-5p., Sun 10a-3p.
March 21-22

Rockford 2-3-4
Stamp Expo
Rockford Stamp Club, bourse & exhibits. Forest Hills Lodge, 1601 W. Lane
Rd., (Hwy 173), Rockford/Loves Park,
IL. Sat. 10a-5p, Sun 10a-4p.
May 29-31
COMPEX ‘20
Chicago Area Philatelic Societies,
judged exhibits & bourse. Guerin College Prep., 8001 W. Belmont Ave., River Grove, IL. Fri. & Sat. 10a-6p. Sun.
10a-4p.
July 17-19
Minnesota Stamp Expo
Maplewood Stamp Club, Twin City
Philatelic Society, Lake Minnetonka
Stamp Club, Minnesota Stamp Dealers
Association, judged exhibits, seminar
and bourse. Crystal Community Center, 4800 N. Douglas Dr. North, Crystal
MN. Fri. 10a-6p, Sat. 10a-5p, Sun 10a4p.
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